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Health Access California 

The statewide coalition for health care consumers 

 

Introduction  

Working with our coalition partners, Health Access California achieved important new victories for 

health care consumers this year: from new patient protection legislation against unfair out-of-

pocket costs; to an expansion of Medi-Cal coverage to all California children and enhanced 

safety-net care for many adults regardless of immigration status at the county and state level. We 

made good progress on other goals, including efforts to bring in resources (through a new Medicaid 

waiver and pending special sessions and ballot measures) to improve access, quality, equity, and 

value in our health care system.  

 

Patient Protections 

Governor Brown signed all the Health Access-sponsored bills on his desk—some setting important 

precedents for the nation. These new laws to deal with inaccurate provider directories, huge cost-

sharing for specialty drugs, double deductibles in family plans, and “junk insurance” will provide 

relief for many California consumers, in particular those living with chronic conditions or others 

who need to use more health care services. Once fully enacted, the following bills will help protect 

consumers from unfair out-of-pocket costs, in some instances going further than the ACA:   

 

 SB 137 (Ed Hernandez) will ensure updated, standardized, and accurate provider 

directories. 

 AB 339 (Gordon) will require insurers to cover medically necessary prescription drugs and 

limit cost-sharing on specialty drugs and other needed medications. 

 AB 1305 (Bonta) will ensure an individual patient does not face higher out-of-pocket costs 

just because he or she is in a family plan.  

 AB 248 (Roger Hernández) will extend consumer protections to ensure large employers do 

not offer "junk insurance" that does not cover basic benefits.  

 

We also supported other key measures that passed, on issues from rate transparency to language 

access. A full matrix of legislation that we supported that advanced, and in many cases passed, is on 

our website here: http://www.health-access.org/images/pdfs/health_access_billmatrix11-23-15_final.pdf.  
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Coverage Expansion 

Due in part to Covered California’s aggressive outreach and enrollment efforts, California has made 

historic progress in reducing the number of uninsured, with the fifth largest reduction of the 

uninsured rate in the nation. But our above-average uninsured rate tells us we have more to do. 

 

Along with the restoration in the state budget of some key public health programs, California took 

another significant step this year in confirming our readiness to cover all income-eligible adults in 

Medi-Cal with “deferred action” immigration status—when or if the President’s November 2014 

executive order is upheld by the Supreme Court next June.  We co-led the #Health4All coalition that 

won the commitment to extend Medi-Cal coverage to all children up to 266% of the poverty level 

regardless of immigration status. This will take extensive collaboration and resources to 

successfully launch in May of 2016. And we will continue the fight for health for all, either at the 

state level through SB10 (Lara), or through additional efforts at the county level. 

 

We also helped local 

partners get Sacramento, 

Contra Costa, Monterey, 

and other counties, along 

with the CMSP consortium 

of 35 counties, to extend 

new benefits to the 

remaining uninsured, 

including the 

undocumented. 

 

Finally, we successfully 

advocated for a new 

Medicaid waiver that will 

provide fresh incentives 

and resources to transform 

the delivery system and 

move it toward better 

integration of health and 

human services and a more 

inclusive and smarter 

safety-net.  

 

Building on these efforts, 

we enter 2016 with a full 

agenda for progress. 


